
We Deliver
Richard de Hamel, LEOTC 
educator for the Nelson/
Marlborough/Tasman area, is 
bringing the sights and secrets 
of the Touch the Sea Aquarium 

to schools in the region.  The Aquarium’s clown fi sh car, known 
affectionately as “Nemo,” is loaded up with unique resources and 
marine experiences which will immerse your class in wonders of the 
marine environment - without getting wet. In-class programmes are 
available for both primary and secondary schools that are unable to 
visit the aquarium.

Schools at the top of the South Island or West Coast can contact 
Richard for bookings at 03 540-3755 or email
richard.dehamel@stonebow.otago.ac.nz

Introducing KARUNUI 
Suckers and tentacles are the hot 
topic at Portobello in 2006, A squid 
of colossal size, has been loaned to 
the Aquarium by Natural History 
NZ and Discovery Channel and been 
named Karunui (Big Eye) by Keradwyn 
Incarnadine (6 years, Forbury School). 
The model is 6m in length and weighs 
350 kg and is based on one of only 
5 specimens of the Colossal Squid 
ever caught! Squid dissections are the 
highlight of our primary programme. 
Mighty Molluscs is a great programme 
for year 9 students, particularly with 
the awesome full size model of the 
colossal squid in place now. 

Call Steve Cutler for bookings 
on 479-5843 or email steve.cutler@stonebow.otago.ac.nz.

Gifted and Talented
A multi-day programme for local primary schools to provide 
extension and enrichment for selected students in marine science 
was trialled in 2006. After a general introductory day students 
worked in small groups with a post graduate student as a facilitator/
mentor. Each group posed questions that led to development of a 
small research project and presentation of their results. This trial 
formed the basis of a successfully bid for the Ministry of Education’s 
Talent Development Initiative. The three year contract will focus 
on delivering innovative and challenging programmes to gifted and 
talented students with a focus on year 10 level. 

Year13Science At the NZ Marine Studies 
Centre Year 13 Achievement Standards can be undertaken with 
ease. An intense three day format with supporting staff and facilities 
make the single animal investigation (NCEA 3.1) a pleasure,  and 1.5 
days on Marine Chemistry can produce suitable and suffi cient data 
in the real world context of Otago Harbour. Term three is a great 
time to plan these longer programmes, with settled weather and a 
20% discount. Call Steve Cutler for bookings 479-5843 
or email steve.cutler@stonebow.otago.ac.nz.

Kiwiana
Made in New Zealand

A new programme for levels 3-5. 
Learn about feeding relationships and the 

particular distinctive features of our unique 
marine plants and animals. Trace native species from their place 
in the sea to their inclusion in particularly New Zealand products 
and inspiration for our art and culture. The programme links with 
both the science and social studies curriculum. Call Steve Cutler for 
bookings 479-5843 or email steve.cutler@stonebow.otago.ac.nz.

Healthy Harbour Watchers
Andrew Innes, HOD Science at John 
McGlashan, joined the NZMSC team 
as a Royal Society NZ Teacher Fellow 
in 2005. His project “HEALTHY 
HARBOUR WATCHERS” immersed 
him in the world of marine chemistry. 
He completed a 400 level university 
marine chemistry paper, talked to 
experts in environmental chemistry 
and learned the techniques to measure 
accurately the concentrations of 
phosphate and nitrates, chlorophyll a, and enterococci bacteria 
in the water. The year provided many challenges, including two 
metre swells while trying to gathering water samples! “This 
has been a fascinating learning opportunity which helped me 
focus on the water quality of Otago Harbour.” He hopes this 
will initiate an ongoing environmental monitoring project for 
secondary schools and community groups. “The reports I have 
written have posed more questions than answers but isn’t that 
the challenge of science?” refl ects Andrew. A workshop on 
water quality monitoring will be run during Seaweek (10 March). 

Contract Andrew for further information on the monitoring 
workshop and the RSNZ Teacher Fellowships at 
andrew_innes09@hotmail.com

Secrets of the Squid Squad
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Join the Squid Squad to learn more and help spark public interest in this unique animal and the environment in 
which it lives. Cartoons are a great way to present information in a fun way. They can help us relate to situations 
or events beyond our personal experiences.

In a group discuss one of the illustrations and work out what message or information you think the cartoonist is 
trying to tell us in the picture.

What possible questions do you fi nd yourself thinking about? 
  Surf the web for further information.

  Imagine you can borrow a submarine, but the captain is a 
  crusty fellow and wants to stay on the surface to catch up 
  on his suntan!  He will need some really good reasons to 
  take you down to look for the squid. Based on your 
  discussions try and formulate a some good reasons 
  that might convince the Sub’s captain. Write them 
  down and try them out on you teacher!

  Write a newspaper article to accompany one of the 
  cartoons. You will need a catchy title and an 
  interesting news angle.

Curriculum Links:
English - Visual language; viewing and presenting, levels 3-4
Science - Living World, levels 3-5
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